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SUPPORTING SOLICITORS IN PRACTICE .

Welcome to the latest e-Newsletter.
Articles are invited for the July edition copy deadline is 26 June. Please submit
your contribution to monique@dasls.com

Follow us

President’s Diary
My great grandfather, great
uncle and grandfather have all
been past Presidents of the
Devon and Exeter Law Society
but I doubt they ever
thought that I in turn
might be writing this
column – thank you
for electing me as
President of DASLS!

During the course of the past
year, under the guidance of Tony
Mason, we have considered
where the focus of our energies
should lie. This
has resulted in an
updated business
plan for the next
three years. No
radical changes
from what has
It is perhaps not until
been done
one gets involved with
quietly and
an organisation that
efficiently in the
you appreciate quite Will Michelmore, President
past, but perhaps
how much goes on
with a renewed
behind the scenes. For me DASLS
focus on ensuring that the
is a classic example of this and in
services provided remain
the past I might have joined a
appropriate and of benefit to our
number of people in wondering
members. These are summarised
"What does my local Law Society
as follows:actually do for me?"

Letters to the
Editor are always
welcome.
Send your email to
secretary@dasls.com

Continued p.4

Honorary Secretary

Chris Hart

secretary@dasls.com
Direct Dial: 01803 396608
Mobile: 07834 256834
E-Mail: mail@dasls.com
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Tel: (01392) 366333

Administrator

Monique Bertoni
monique@dasls.com
Mobile: 07546 079 744
DX: 8361 Exeter

1

Executive Director

Education & Training

tony@dasls.com
Direct Dial: 01392 366444
Mobile: 07979 746 205

hetty@dasls.com
Tel: 01392 366333

Tony Steiner MBA

Hetty Rizman

Office: Aston Court, Pynes Hill, Exeter EX2 5AZ
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District Judges’ Corner -

DJ John Collins, Exeter County Court
Infant Settlement Approvals
We are receiving an increasing number of cases where
proceedings are being issued other than using the child's full
or proper names and/or incomplete applications are being
received either on issue or at the hearing.

approval hearing as the District Judge has to certify that
s/he has seen it.
4.

A fully completed Form CFO 320 signed by the litigation
friend has to be brought to the approval hearing.

5.

If there is a discrepancy in the title of the claimant child in
the proceedings and the birth certificate then the final
order should include a paragraph amending the claimant’s
title to that which is on the birth certificate.

6.

Please be aware that The Court Funds Office cross check
the Court Order, Form CFO 212 [investment directions]
and Form CFO 320 and all should match in every respect.

Can Solicitors please note that:
1.

Proceedings should always be issued in the full and
correct names of the child as evidenced by their birth
certificate.

2.

A draft order should be submitted with the application
and/or brought to court for the approval appointment.

3.

The child’s birth certificate has to be brought to the

Please bear this in mind when next issuing an application.

Practice Direction:
Committal for Contempt of Court - Open Court

Robing
In the County Court at Exeter it is the District Judges practice
to robe for fast track and multi track trials and advocates
should ensure they attend with the appropriate robes etc.

Lord Thomas of Cwmgiedd, Lord Chief Justice of England and
Wales issued at the end of March 2015 a Practice Direction
governing the process of hearings for committal to prison,
Also all committal hearings now have to be listed and heard in including suspended committal, for contempt of court.
public. Please see the recent practice direction clarifying the
Click here to access this practice direction in full.
procedure.

From the Mediation Sub-Committee

Court Fee Increases - are we effectively being told
to go forth and mediate?
By Angus McNicol, Accredited Mediator
So since 9 March 2015, the Court fee for
a claim of £200,000 or more has risen to
£10,000.
This could have the following effects:


Claimants won’t be able to afford to
pursue claims and solicitors won’t
fund the court fees on account.



Defendants will be less likely to
agree to mediate because they
won’t actually believe the Claimant
will have the wherewithal to stump
up a fee of that magnitude.



In which case, access to justice will
be severely curtailed.

Well that could certainly be so in the
case of certain money claims, where
commercially astute claimants may well
conclude it is better in the long term to
drop the claim and then concentrate on
tightening up procedures to ensure the
same never happens again.
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But there are many claims that simply
have to be resolved. For example an
unresolved property dispute will mean
that two or more properties cannot be
sold without a settlement. Also an
unresolved Probate/Inheritance claim
may mean that an Estate cannot be
distributed. A reasonable sized accident
claim is unlikely to melt away if the issue
of liability is relatively clear.

I had the pleasure of watching one of our
talented DASLS mediators in action the
other week in a dispute between a
freeholder and a leaseholder of a flat in a
block of flats. The process brought to an
end two years of costly litigation in less
than four hours. The amount in dispute
was unliquidated and the court fee would
probably have been £10,000. Watching
the parties at the end of the process was
a pleasure and they all looked happy and
In such cases, a well advised claimant is
going to be given the choice of incurring as though an enormous weight had been
taken off their shoulders. Neither side
a prohibitively expensive court fee of
£10,000, (which is only the start and does was unreasonable and I think it likely that
not begin to take into account solicitors’ before long they will be meeting for
a pint in the local pub.
fees and adverse costs) or incurring
possibly 15% of that sum at a mediation
So the message is do use your DASLS
which, statistically is quite likely to result mediation service. Have a look through
in a settlement of the claim.
your caseload and see which cases
could realistically be sorted through
I know which I would go for if given the
mediation. You have nothing to lose
choice.
and much to gain.

2
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President’s Diary
and lobby on their
behalf.
1. To support and
protect the character,
status and interest of
the legal profession.
2. To advertise and
promote the skills and
services of solicitors
generally, and
Members of this
Society in particular.
3. To promote and
facilitate legal
education.
4. To provide a
recruitment service.
5. To provide a platform
to encourage and
promote the social
interaction of the
Members with each
other.
6. To assist Members
with complaints and
conciliation.
7. To represent the
views of the Members

Cont’d

My charity
for the
year is
"The C
Group".
The C
Group
exists to
provide
support for serving and
former Royal Marines in
need, creating
opportunities to
overcome adversity
through business
networks. The Marines
are predominantly based
in Somerset and Devon
and have done so much
for their country in recent
years playing a frontline
role in conflicts across the
world. The consequence
for them in many cases
has been considerable
personal loss, which is not
always capable of being
picked up through the
ordinary MOD channels.
The C Group exists to help
meet the shortfall in

8. To collate and assist
with the provision of
practice management
information.
9. To provide support to
individual Members in
times of need.
I hope that you agree with
these aims, but should
there be other areas
where you believe we
should also be active do
please let me know and I
will be happy to consider
them as well.
The ongoing challenge for
us is to ensure that our
membership is well aware
of all that goes on on their
behalf, and that we
ensure the profile of our
profession is maintained
and enhanced within the
community. If you have
read thus far I shall be
grateful if you will please
help spread the word!

support that ideally
would be provided.
I would like to conclude
by thanking Tony
Mason for all his efforts
over the past 3 years
and for the last year as
President in particular.
He has led the team
with good humour and
calm efficiency,
supported by the
wonderful team in the
DASLS' Pynes Hill office
of Monique Bertoni,
Tony Steiner and Hetty
Rizman, together with
our Honorary Secretary,
Chris Hart, and
Honorary Treasurer,
Richard Adams.
I look forward to
representing the Society
during the year ahead
and am delighted to
welcome our new VicePresident, Mark Roome,
and Junior VicePresident, Sue Aggett,
who will be supporting
me.

Please support The C Group DASLS President’s Charity 2015/16
DASLS 207th AGM was held at the Best Western Tiverton
Hotel.
Will Michelmore (right) of Michelmores, Exeter was
elected President for 2015/16.
Mark Roome (left), Toller Beattie, Barnstaple was elected
Vice-President.

The Junior Vice-President Sue Aggett,
Teignbridge District Council, was also elected.

May 2015
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Newly Qualified Solicitors
Admissions Ceremony
On Monday 2nd November 2015
at 5.30pm for 6.00pm - by invitation only

Devon & Somerset Law
Society would like to
congratulate all NQ
Solicitors from Member
Firms in DASLS area.

In the beautiful surroundings of the
Exeter Guildhall
Did you or will you qualify between
1st September 2014 and 30 October 2015?
If so, please contact Monique Bertoni at DASLS office to
make sure you receive your personal invitation.
monique@dasls.com - tel. 01392 366333

DASLS Officers for 2015/2016
At the Society’s AGM on 21 April,
Officers were elected as follows:
President:
Will Michelmore, Michelmores, Exeter
Vice-President:
Mark Roome, Toller Beattie, Barnstaple
Junior Vice-President and
Local Government Representative:
Sue Aggett, Teignbridge District Council
Honorary Secretary:
Chris Hart, Wollen Michelmore, Torquay
Honorary Treasurer:
Richard Adams, Crosse & Crosse, Exeter
Immediate Past President:
Tony Mason, Ashfords, Taunton
Law Society Council Member:
Rod Mole, Wollen Michelmore, Bideford

DASLS
Cufflinks
May 2015

Sub-Committees Chairs of:
Contentious Business Andrew Harris, Veitch Penny, Exeter
In-house Lawyers Claire Turner, University of Exeter

Crown Prosecution Service Representative David Bowen, Exeter
SBA The Solicitors’ Charity Representatives for Devon
Jeremy Lee, Gilbert Stephens, Crediton

International Relations Lucie Hadwick, Michelmores, Exeter

for Somerset
Rebecca Parkman, Wards, Weston-superMare

Mediation Kathy Trist, Dunn & Baker, Exeter

Co-opted / Elected Members

Non Contentious Business Steven Came, Dunn & Baker, Exeter
Practice Management Adrian Richards, Stones, Exeter

Michael Cosgrave, Wollen Michelmore,
Newton Abbot
Sonia Hems, Beers, Kingsbridge

Social Sam Thompson, Ashfords, Exeter

Patricia Durham Hall, Taunton

Education & Training Tony Steiner, DASLS Executive Director
(Acting Chair)

Paul Dyson, Scott Richards, Teignmouth

Kenneth Woodier, Pennon Group Plc, Exeter

ONLY £15.50 PER PAIR
Order yours from DASLS Office.
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For more information on all these events or to register your interest, please contact
Monique Bertoni at DASLS office - monique@dasls.com / 01392 366333
JUNE
WEDNESDAY

3

JUNE
FRI-SUN

Exeter magna carta legal walk 2015
The South West Legal Support Trust invites all DASLS
members to join them and their lead walkers.
Go to page 14 for details and how to get involved.

magna carta lecture on 12 June
go to page 15 for details and booking form.

12-14

Legal Sunday Service on 14 June at Exeter Cathedral.
Anyone wishing to take part in the Procession please let
Monique know to receive tickets.

JUNE

SRA roadshow at the Hartnoll Hotel see details opposite.

THURSDAY

18

NOVEMBER
MONDAY

2

NOVEMBER
FRIDAY

6

DASLS members are invited to attend.
Booking is essential prior to 5 June.
DASLS Admission Ceremony
from 5.30 p.m. at the Guildhall in Exeter.
Did you or will you qualify between 1.9.14 and 30.10.15?
If so, contact Monique to receive your personal invitation
nearer the time.
DASLS Somerset regional dinner
At the Somerset County Cricket Club, Taunton.
Details will be circulated nearer the time.

May 2015
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What’s on @ DASLS
By Tony Steiner, Executive Director
I have already written about the
DASLS Legal Awards 2016. Plans
are progressing steadily with a
formal announcement made at
the annual dinner just gone of
the Awards Dinner on 3rd March
2016. We will very shortly be
inviting nominations and our
partners DC Media will be
making sure the awards and the
stories behind the nominations
will receive high profile public
attention through the various
publications across our region.
The awards are a great
opportunity to raise the profile
of solicitors and individual firms
and DASLS members and I hope
that you will support this
initiative.
The Magna Carta celebrations
are also drawing close and
more details of DASLS event can
be found elsewhere in this
Newsletter.
Both events promote solicitors
in the region; something that is
a key aim of the Society’s
objects.

An increasingly busy area
of the Society’s work is
the support given through
the Practice Management
Sub-Committee. In
addition to the various
benchmarking reports,
conferences and other
training, they have been
actively fighting the SRA’s
proposals surrounding the
regulation of consumer
credit related activities.
Whilst this is ongoing the
SRA’s latest proposals
contained in their
consultation of 16th April;
Improving regulation:
proportionate and
targeted measures will be
considered at the SubCommittee’s next meeting
on 28th May. There are
some important matters
to be considered and the
consultation covers:
 Simplifying compliance
officer approval for
small firms (1-4
managers)
 Simplifying candidate











declaration and
notification processes
Removing the
requirement for firms to
carry out reserved legal
activities
ABS Authorisation operational changes and
improvements
Changes to insolvency
rules
Alternatives to client
accounts
Guidance on recording
of non-material
breaches
Clarification on the
outsourcing of legal and
operational functions
Recording and reporting
of diversity data
The Apprenticeship
Route to qualification

The Practice Management
Sub-Committee would be
pleased to have the views
of any member about
these issues. Click here to
read the full consultation.

Does your firm refer complaints
to DASLS? The Society provides
a Complaints Conciliation
Service which seeks to help
clients and firms resolve
matters when they have been
unable to do so directly.
Member firms may include
reference to the scheme in
their client care materials and
complaints can be referred to
the scheme by the firm or
client. Click here for full details.
A little known resource is the
Society’s meeting room at
Pynes Hill. This is available free
of charge to any member
during normal office hours. We
are only a few minutes from the
M5 and not far from Exeter
Airport so if you need a
convenient location to meet a
client do give us a call.

Meet the SRA Board on Thursday 18 June from 4.00 p.m., Hartnoll Hotel, Tiverton
The Board of the SRA is keen to learn the priorities and concerns of solicitors across the country. As part of that initiative they
have been talking to Local Law Societies.
DASLS has arranged an opportunity to meet with, and hear from the SRA Board and to let them know what you think about
the work they are doing, your priorities and issues - such as professional Values, Consumer Credit, Education and ways to
enter the profession.
Consequently DASLS members are invited to attend free of charge.
Meet the SRA Board
Preceded by tea and networking followed by a Buffet and drinks reception to be held at the Hartnoll Hotel,
Bolham, Tiverton EX16 7RA
Outlined below is a general schedule of the event, however, details may be subject to change:
16:00 - Registration, afternoon tea and networking
17:00 - Chair/CEO - opening
17:10 - Open debate
18:20 - Wrap-up
18:30 - Drinks reception, Buffet and networking
19:15 - Close
BOOKING IS ESSENTIAL - To book your place contact Monique at DASLS monique@dasls.com - by Friday 5th June 2015.
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Money Laundering and ID - are we missing the
point? © Trevor Hellawell, Member, Practice Management Sub-Committee
The views expressed are the
author’s own.
The Issue
Along with many consultants I have
been having numerous
conversations with law firm clients
about AML procedures recently,
prompted not least by the current
SRA interest in the topic.
Legal service providers are obliged
to comply with the Money
Laundering Regulations 2007 which
provide, amongst other things, for
the undertaking of Customer Due
Diligence (CDD) and Ongoing
Monitoring (OM).
CDD is the process of identifying
the client and verifying that
identity by means of independent
evidence, and OM requires that we
keep a close eye on transactions in
order to spot anything unusual.
My view is that, as a profession, we
obsess about the former and pay
too little attention to the latter.
Ironically, CDD will not catch the
crooks and fraudsters; OM just
might.
Copying some paperwork is all very
well, but it is more what the client
then asks us to do as part of the
matter that will highlight any
unusual aspects of the transaction
that we can then query and, if
appropriate, report to the
authorities.
This requires us to make ‘money
laundering’ a culture, not an event.
A constant vigilance on the part of
the fee-earners and support teams
might just help in the detection and
prevention of crime.
Obsessing about who has certified
the copy of the (probably forged)
passport certainly will not.
The Problem
I am not suggesting that CDD
should be ignored or taken lightly.
Far from it. I am aware of the scale
of the money laundering and fraud
issues that be-devil the profession
daily (have you had a phone call
from your ‘bank’ yet?) and would
urge everyone – particularly in the
property sector – to do all in our
power to winkle out the fraudsters
who cost us all so much annually.
Moreover, it is a legal requirement
of the MLR.
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My thesis is merely that CDD is a
headache for the genuine client,
and a useless tool to stop
sophisticated fraudsters. If a
sophisticated gang put its mind
to instructing a law firm as a
front for illegal money
movements they will invest in
some decent paperwork. They
will be able to produce all the
documentation requested by
even the most sophisticated
CDD procedures and it will all be
fake, forged or cloned.

Why can we not accept printouts of online bank statements,
rather than printed versions?
Why can we not rely on the
steps and documentation taken
by other professionals?
Why do we need to question the
detailed wording of the
certifications we obtain from
third parties, and the status of
those providing them?
If we do not meet a client faceto-face, is a Skype or Face-Time
chat an adequate substitute for
a face-to-face meeting?

In the words of the LSPN
(October 2013) “You should not
ignore obvious forgeries, but you
are not required to be an expert
in forged documents”.

Let’s not forget that we are
allowed to assume that our
clients are law-abiding citizens
unless there is some evidence to
the contrary. In the absence of
indicators of illegality, we are
allowed to believe what people
tell us.

Thus, they will be able to pass
through that initial check.
They may then take us through
a number of legitimate
transactions to groom us into
thinking they are the best client
on the books – and then will
take us through the bad
transaction when they think
they have lulled us into a false
sense of security.

If a teenage client who tells us
that he is buying his first
property with cash from a
legacy from his late aunt strikes
us as genuine, honest and
trustworthy – why do we need
to seek proof of the truth of
what he tells us?

Only the ongoing monitoring
(OM) of the series of
transactions undertaken for the
client stands any hope of
detecting the unusual aspects of
the rotten deal – the extra
consideration, the third parties
involved, the international
angle, the odd source of funds –
that might induce us to
investigate and report the
matter to NCA.

If a business client gives us five
different explanations of how
they came by a bag of cash that
pushes different buttons and
prompts us to investigate. But
that has nothing to do with their
ID – but has all to do with
aspects of the transaction.
Other professionals
Regulation 17 of the MLR allows
us to place ‘reliance’ on the CDD
steps of other professionals in
certain prescribed
circumstances. In my
experience, this is little used.

That is OM – and has nothing to
do with CDD.
A Proper Balance
So, I believe there is an
argument for looking at our CDD
procedures from a risk-based
perspective and considering if
we can simplify them
somewhat, freeing us up to
focus on doing the real job and
remaining alert to unusual
aspects of the matters on which
we are instructed.

As an alternative, however, I
wonder if there is some scope
for accepting – as part of our
own CDD procedures – the work
undertaken by others,
particularly if their steps are
comprehensive, exhaustive and
more exacting than our own.
Take, in the property sector for
example, an estate agent.

Could we reduce our standard
requirements to ONE
government document that
bears a photograph, a signature
and an address?

I have a curiously ambivalent
feeling towards estate agents. I
can understand the caution that
sometimes surrounds their
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more commercialised activities,
but it does seem odd to me that
they are omitted from the lists of
those professionals on whom we
can rely for the purposes of
Regulation 17 of the MLR. After
all, they are themselves subject
to the MLR 2007. However,
forget Reliance for now.
Imagine instead that an agent
undertakes comprehensive CDD
and AML checks as part of their
involvement with their property
transactions, using latest data
sets and intelligence-gathering
from the search companies.
Imagine too, that they meet the
clients face-to-face as part of the
engagement process and have a
practice of witnessing wet
signatures on a piece of paper
from the client whom they have
met face-to-face, effectively, on
our behalf.
Would those steps – from a
trusted agent or other
professional third party – not go
a long way to obviating the need
for us to repeat those steps? A
Skype call to follow up, hard
correspondence sent to the given
address and a vigilance to the
aspects of the transaction would
be all that was needed from the
lawyer. Why make work for
ourselves in these low-risk cases?
Clearly we would need to be
satisfied as to the adequacy of
the measures taken by the agent
but, if we are, then surely this
would lighten the load
somewhat.
As the LSPN says, “with non faceto-face clients [..] consider
whether a certifying person is
regulated under the MLR or is
otherwise a professional person
subject to some sort of regulation
or fit and proper person test who
can easily be independently
contacted to verify their
certification of the documents.
Such persons include bank
managers, accountants or local
GPs. You may also consider
accepting documents certified by
the Post Office provided Identity
Checking Service.”
Surely a reputable agent has eyes
as good as a GP, and certainly
better than the not-alwaysreliable Post Office. Worth a
thought?
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Gathering Intelligence from the SRA
Website
In the early days of the SRA Handbook,
when the firm’s Compliance Officer for
Legal Practice and Compliance Officer for
Finance and Administration, were trying to
find their way with their new roles and
regulatory relationships, there were some
very heartfelt pleas about the lack of
guidance from the regulator. It largely fell
on deaf ears. The new-style regulator was
very keen to make it clear that judgement
calls were the responsibility of the firm’s
decision-makers and that regulatory
second-guessing should not influence
them.
Three years on and the landscape has
changed. The latest SRA consultation
paper (“Improving regulation:
proportionate and targeted measures”,
http://www.sra.org.uk/sra/consultations/
regulatory-reform-programme.page)
contains a number of proposals designed
to make the regulatory response more
appropriate. The headline proposals relate
to some very radical initiatives such as the
idea that law firms should be allowed to
hold client money in third party managed
accounts rather than in their own client
accounts. However, tucked away in the
depths of the consultation is one proposal
of significance to the COLP and COFA;
should guidance be issued about the
recording of non-material breaches and,
in the case of non-ABS firms, should
recording of non-material breaches no
longer be prescribed by the SRA Handbook
requirements.
We have come a long way. What is clear is
that the SRA is still in a honeymoon period
in terms of working out the characteristics
of proportionate and risk-based
regulation. What is becoming even clearer
is that there is a home for regulatorderived guidance. This means that anyone
in a compliance role ignores the SRA
website at their peril! Slowly, and
sometimes not particularly obviously,
advice and indicators of the position of the
regulator are being published on the
website and an essential role of the
compliance function is to ensure that their

own thinking is aligned with the
regulator’s thinking.

The SRA’s risk team also produces
risk reports which provide
examples of good and poor
behaviours and ought to be
factored into the firm’s internal
health-checks. Any firm which
provides litigation services will
need the latest report. Called
“Walking the line: balancing of
duties in litigation” it examines
how misconduct scenarios can
arise.

Key resources are as follows:




The SRA Update and Compliance
News – newsletters which are a
regular round up of SRA work and
policy changes. These are an
excellent starting point for
demonstrating that the
compliance function is not fixed in
time and that the firm is aware of,
and responding to, changes. The
latest editions include essential
reading on the demise of CPD and
the SRA Competence Statement.
SRA Risk Resources – we know
that the SRA is a risk-based
regulator. This means that it is
preoccupied with responding to
risks to the regulatory objectives,
risks to its reputation as a strong
regulator and the reputation of
the profession, and risks to
clients. The SRA anticipates that
firms will do the same; a well-run
firm is expected to understand its
own particular risk profile and
adopt suitable deterrents.
Increasingly, the SRA is offering
insights into its own thinking
which the firm’s internal
compliance team would be foolish
to ignore. A useful starting point is
the SRA Risk Outlook. The SRA
says, “this will keep you informed
of key risks. You can then think
about your firm’s exposure to
them, and how you plan to
manage them”. This Outlook is
updated with risk priority and
emerging risk news on a twiceyearly basis. The latest revision
was published in March 2015 and
highlights misuse of money and
assets, money laundering, bogus
law firms amongst the regulator’s
main targets.

Tracey Calvert

Warning notices are also being
published. These come with their
own health-warnings attached;
the SRA states that guidance
offered in this form may be
taken into account when it
exercises its supervision function.
A particularly useful Notice was
published in December 2014:
“Improper use of a client account
as a banking facility”. The COFA
and MLRO would be advised to
use this to evaluate whether the
firm is in breach of the Accounts
Rules.


A very welcome reappearance on
the SRA website is the SRA’s
ethics guidance team’s frequently
asked questions. Recent examples
include the familiar ethical and
conduct topics relating to storage
of files, ‘off-the-record’
conversations, and the
supervision of paralegals. It may
be prudent to ensure that this
guidance is shared with
colleagues.

In circumstances where the SRA shows
an interest in your firm, it will want to
see evidence that the response to
regulation is appropriate and reflects
current thinking. The starting point for
demonstrating this attitude will
always be the SRA’s own materials,
and anyone in a compliance role
should bookmark the website and
visit it regularly.

OAKALLS CONSULTANCY LIMITED tcalvert@oakallsconsultancy.co.uk Mob. 07833 253057 www.oakallsconsultancy.co.uk
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Advertorial Post Renewal Audit: Analysing your experience
By Marco D’Ovidio , Associate Director and Lexcel Consultant, Aon UK Limited
Telephone 0117 948 5116
marco.d’ovidio@aon.co.uk
To many, the 2014
Professional Indemnity (PI)
renewal season will remain in
the memory for being
dominated by the debate
surrounding the minimum PI
terms. But amongst the
turbulence, there was still the
business of your firm’s PI
renewal to conduct. So what
happened in the renewal
process this year? Did the
process go according to
plan? Was a strategy applied,
and was it successful? Do you
enhance your perceived risk
profile by communicating
with your insurer between
renewals, especially on the
vital issue of controlling
factors that might give rise to
claims?
In the same way that you
manage other activities,
scrutinising staff performance
through appraisals for
instance, it makes good sense
to appraise the renewal
process by asking yourself:  Did you communicate
effectively with your
insurer?
 What worked well?
 Did your strategy go
according to plan?
 What worked better or
worse than the previous
year?
 How would you like to run
things next year?
2014 renewal experience
For some firms, the
completion of a post-renewal
review might appear to be a
perpetuation of a process
they would rather forget.
The PI renewal and the
completion of proposal forms
can be perceived as a major
headache, create mental
blocks for the person
responsible and explain why
some firms pass the
responsibility from person to
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person each year. By
understanding what went on
during the last renewal, we
believe a post renewal audit
can make you better
organised and prepared to
take on the next renewal.

to supply (either to
explain historical
problems or to show how
well managed your firm is)
 Determining what
excesses and limits of
coverage to purchase

Part of the perceived
problem is the depth and
breadth of information
required by insurers. How
well prepared was your firm
in relation to key issues
including:

A proper understanding and
recording of these data and
process management
systems will prove to be
invaluable in your next PI
renewal.

 Staffing details including
roll numbers, date and
place of qualification
 Gross fees and other
financial information even if your final accounts
for the last complete year
were not available, had
you planned ahead and
requested draft accounts?
 Percentage breakdowns of
work undertaken and
trends over recent years,
including information
about high risk work that
you might not have done
for several years
 Supplemental
questionnaires for areas
such as personal injury,
claims management,
property and financial
services
 Your claims experience
 Your complaints record
and the reporting of
circumstances
But access to all relevant
data is only part of the
problem. Did you have a
system for managing the
process? This would
include:
 Meetings with your broker
 Obtaining relevant
proposal forms
 Completing and returning
proposal forms
 Thinking about what
supplemental information
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Post renewal audit
Once you have collated your
firm’s experience of the last
renewal, it’s time to ask
yourself some probing
questions and set yourself
some action points:
 When was your renewal
strategy agreed by the
management team?
 When was the proposal
form completed? Was this
sooner or later than last
year? What was the
reason for any delay?
 How satisfied were you
with communications with
your broker or insurer?
 When did you receive your
first offer of cover?
 How knowledgeable was
the PII partner or person
responsible for renewal?
Was he or she sufficiently
trained for the task?
 Did you capture all the
data that insurers
require? How much work
was involved in extracting
it? Do you need to
implement new
procedures to make the
capture of this
information easier?
 Were all claims and
circumstances reported
promptly?
Action points you should
consider are:
 Think about anything you
would do differently next

year.
 What can the firm change
now to make the next
renewal easier/
smoother? For example,
data capture, your response
to risk issues,
demonstrating new policies
and/or procedures,
notifying claims and
circumstances, mid-term
meetings with your insurer
and early engagement with
the renewal process.
 Consider adding items to
your Compliance Plan.
If you have changed insurer,
remember to update the
details on your website and
elsewhere to comply with
the Provision of Services
Regulations 2009.
Communication with your
Insurer
As you review this year’s
renewal strategy, it would
be well to consider your
relationship with the insurer,
even if this is only established
through your completion of
application form and
supporting documents. Was
there a good exchange of
information and views this
year? Do you feel that the
insurer understood your firm?
Aon and its scheme insurers
are committed to promoting
and supporting risk
management. One point that
the insurer will appreciate is a
demonstrable improvement
year-on-year in the firm’s risk
profile. This can be evidenced
through participation in our
self-assessment Quality
Assurance questionnaires and
report feedback processes. It
is of considerable importance
that you should conduct an
annual review of the firm’s
risk profile, and carefully
address any gaps or areas for
improvement. This is critical
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for the firm independent of insurance
renewal, but will of course facilitate the
renewal process.
There is still another way to add value
with your insurer: every year, some firms
are asked to participate in a direct
discussion with the insurer about risks and
the insurance coverage. If this happens,
you should take advantage of such an
opportunity. It provides a chance for you
to build a relationship with your insurer,
and to fill in the details of your case. The
insurer will welcome the chance to get to
know your firm better and you are likely to
receive free risk management advice.
Often, the reason for such face to face
meetings or request for further
information is as a result of claims that
have been made. It is important during
the year, not just at renewal, that you are
on top of claims related issues.
Have you fully researched all contributory
factors to your claims and identified what
were the causes, and determined
responsibility? Clearly, if there have been
claims, even if liability is not clear cut, it is
possible that improvements need to be
made to ensure that similar acts do not
give rise to further claims. This offers an
excellent opportunity to raise the level of
service in your practice.

Such a review should usually be
undertaken by someone independent
of the matter(s) involved, although it
may make sense to speak to those
responsible for the file(s). This will
normally be someone responsible for
risk management in your firm, usually
at a senior level.
After such a review, the results should
be shared with all the relevant parties
in the firm: with team members, with
the department, even with the entire
office personnel if it is appropriate.
The point is to share results as widely
as possible and to follow up with the
appropriate risk training so that
learning is optimised, although naming
and shaming those involved is rarely
appropriate.
Careful follow up of the review is also
necessary. If changes to written
documents have been made, then
other documents of a similar type
should be checked for necessary
changes as well. Under review should
be policies, procedures, precedents,
checklists, forms, and Case
Management System fields etc. –
everything related to process controls
around the nature of the claim that
has been made. Where claims relate

to repeat mistakes by one individual,
or if a given process generates
repeated errors, all files with content
similar to that set of events should
also be checked to identify other
errors.
Firms have an interest in setting up a
policy for this kind of review, and for
seeing that it is implemented. The firm
gains in procedural improvement, and
the insurer will be appreciative of the
effort – your next renewal will be that
much easier.
The SRA expects
Firms are unlikely to need reminding
of the consequences of failing to
arrange PI coverage. The SRA states
that “Firms will need to analyse the
effectiveness of their compliance
arrangements before applying for
authorisation and monitor
effectiveness on an on-going basis
once authorised.” Remember what is
said in guidance note (iii) (f) to rule 8.2
Authorisation Rules. The SRA expects
firms to have a system in place to
ensure that cover is arranged. By
performing a post-renewal audit, you
will be helping yourself to implement
an effective system for your renewal
next year.

Advertorial from
IMPROVING VAT CASH FLOW IN LAW
FIRMS
With cash management pushing up the
agenda for many law firms increasingly
they are exploring all options available
to them to improve cash flow.
One area we have reviewed for a
number of law firms is the potential
ability to issue “Requests for
Payment” (RFPs) rather than a VAT
invoice thereby delaying the point at
which VAT is payable to HMRC.
Background
When a firm issues a RFP it is not an
invoice for VAT purposes. Broadly VAT
does not then become payable to HMRC
until the client pays their fee.
Clearly this has a favourable short term
cash benefit to the firm; they can wait
until the end of the quarter in which
they have actually collected the VAT
from the client to pay HMRC rather than
potentially paying HMRC in advance.
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In context however the primary
downsides to this approach are:-

completed; this is the date upon which
VAT should be accounted for to
HMRC. However, an actual tax point is
a) Administration – There is a need to
created which overrides the basic tax
issue a pro-forma invoice when
point if either:
raising the fee and then a further
 an invoice is issued within 14 days
VAT invoice when they have paid.
b) Eligibility – RFPs can be used when of completion of the services (a later
time limit may have been agreed with
the law firm is providing a
“continuous service” to a client; this HMRC); or
 payment is received before the
is explained further below but in
short this does significantly restrict services are completed.
the circumstances when this can be For VAT purposes where there is a
relevant for a law firm.
continuous supply of services the
c) Impact on client - VAT registered
customer is deemed to receive a
clients’ accounting systems can
recurring stream of supplies, there is no
sometimes struggle to cope with
completion date.
RFPs and this can lead to delays in
Therefore where continuous services
payment or clients recovering the
are provided a tax point occurs either
VAT too early if they post the RFP
when an invoice is issued or payment is
as if it was an invoice.
received (if earlier), there is no tax point
How does an RFP delay the VAT point?
each time a piece of work is completed.
Under normal VAT rules, a basic tax
An RFP is not an invoice and can be used
point occurs when services are
to request payment in respect of
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Advertorial continued
continuous supplies of
services without creating a tax
point. This means that VAT
does not have to be
accounted for until payment
is received.
Examples of a continuous
supply for RFP purposes in
law firms
Services that are provided by
solicitors where RFPs might
be considered include
services:
 Where a single service is
provided e.g. acting in a
divorce case, arguably
payments on account could
be requested for interim
payments but they cannot
be used for the final
amount due when the
services have been
completed.
 The services of acting as a
trustee are deemed to be
continuous services.
 Where continuous services
are provided, requests for
payment can be used in
advance of raising an
invoice, for example,
exceptionally where
solicitors are retained and
remunerated as a
permanent legal advisor or
where a solicitor acts as a
client’s legal office.
RFPs cannot be used in the
following circumstances:
 Where the client will only
be issued with one fee note
when the services have
been completed (e.g. this
arises on most residential
conveyancing matters).
 Where the services are
deemed to be a single
service and interim fee
notes have been raised, a
request for payment cannot
be issued when the services
have been completed to
collect the final amount
due.
In some situations therefore
RFPs can be beneficial to law
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firms in improving their cash
flow. Our experience is that
the firm needs to have
sufficient volume of matters
where RFPs are acceptable
to make this a tenable
system for the firm to apply.
For some firms however the
resulting cash flow savings
can be valuable to them in
working capital terms.

point. This is regardless if
the bill has been settled or
not.
When an unpaid fee
becomes doubtful a firm can
only reclaim the output VAT
once it has been
outstanding for a period
greater than six months and
has been accounted for as
written off within the VAT
account within the
accounting records.

Other VAT Schemes which
may assist with cash
management

However under the cash
accounting scheme
effectively a firm achieves
immediate VAT relief on a
potential doubtful debt as
the VAT is only payable to
HMRC once payment is
received.

Other HMRC VAT schemes
exist which are of potential
benefit to Law firms in
managing cash flow to settle
related liabilities.
In practice due to the
bespoke nature of legal
accounting software it can
be potentially challenging
for a practice to change the
basis of how they account
for VAT liabilities. However
the following schemes are
worth mentioning which
could be of benefit.

There is no requirement to
inform HMRC when joining
or leaving the cash
accounting scheme.
However you must leave
the scheme when taxable
turnover exceeds £1.6M.
Annual Accounting Scheme

Cash Accounting Scheme

Where a firm’s taxable
turnover is less than £1.35m
they can potentially elect
with HMRC to apply to join
the annual accounting
scheme.

There are certain conditions
for firms to be eligible to
take advantage of the cash
accounting scheme.
However the main condition
to join the scheme is that a
firm’s VAT taxable turnover
needs to be less than
£1.35m.

Under the annual
accounting scheme a firm
pays either 3 quarterly or 9
monthly fixed instalments
over the year which is based
on previous VAT returns.
However the firm will not
be required to prepare
quarterly VAT returns over
the year.

The cash accounting scheme
effectively achieves similar
benefits of the “RFP”
process outlined above in
that output VAT due on fees
is only payable when the
cash is received. However
VAT can only be recovered
on purchase invoices when
they have been paid.

A single VAT return is then
required covering the entire
year which is due to HRMC
within 2 months of the
annual reporting date. Any
variance between the
instalments paid and the
actual annual calculated
VAT liability is then due or
refundable by HMRC.

A further benefit of the cash
accounting scheme is in
terms of the management
of bad debts. Under normal
VAT rules on the accruals
basis VAT is due to HMRC
generally at the basic tax
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Unlike the cash accounting
scheme a firm would need to
contact HMRC for approval to
take advantage of the annual
accounting scheme. You also
have to leave the scheme when
turnover exceeds £1.6M.
Flat Rate Scheme
Finally for very small firms with
a VAT taxable turnover of less
than £150,000 they can elect
with HMRC to apply a flat rate
scheme.
Under the scheme a legal firm
pays VAT at 14.5% on its VAT
taxable turnover. It is however
unable to reclaim input VAT on
expenses with the exception of
certain capital items costing
more than £2,000.
VAT invoices to clients are still
raised in the normal manner
with VAT chargeable at the
standard rate of 20% as
applicable.
Care does need to be taken, as
although the flat rate scheme
simplifies the VAT return
administration process it may
not necessarily be of a cash
advantage to a small firm. This
can particularly be the case
where a firm is experiencing a
high level of vatable expenses
in correlation to fee income
levels which can often be the
case on a new business startup.
Again as the annual accounting
scheme a firm would need to
contact HMRC for approval to
take advantage of the flat rate
scheme.
It should be emphasised that
the VAT schemes, etc referred
to above may not be relevant to
all firms and certain other
underlying conditions do exist
within each accounting scheme
which would need to be
assessed.
For the any firms considering
changing their VAT accounting
basis professional advice should
be sought from their
accountant / tax advisors.
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Do we need a new Magna Carta?
By Rob Newman, Past President and Member
of International Relations Sub-Committee
Has anyone out there, as a
lawyer, ever quoted from
Magna Carta in the course of a
legal argument? Can anyone
indeed remember any of the
provisions of this ancient
agreement? An agreement
which survived just two
months before it was
disowned by the King and
cancelled on the orders of the
Pope. An agreement dealing
with a collection of often
obscure mediaeval grievances,
ranging from the inheritance
rights of widows, and sums
due to Jewish money lenders,
to matters such as the
assessment of payments to be
made on making one’s son a
knight, or marrying off one’s
oldest daughter, or the
obligation to build bridges
across rivers or to remove fish
weirs from the Thames and
the Medway.
Yet this is the document which
William Pitt called “the bible of
the English constitution” and
Lord Denning the “greatest
constitutional document of all
time”. Or in the words of the
authors of 1066 and All That
“the chief cause of Democracy
in England, and therefore a
Good Thing”.
A document which arguably
inspired both the US
Constitution and the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights,
but one which is often ignored
in this country. A paradox
underlined by the fact that the
monument which stands at
Runnymede today marking the
site where Magna Carta was
delivered was erected not by
The Law Society, but by the
American Bar Association.
But in this 800th anniversary
year, with often expressed
concerns about access to
justice, it is attracting new
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attention. So perhaps the
time is right to remind
ourselves of the role of
Magna Carta in setting limits
to the power of central
government, in guaranteeing
fundamental human rights;
the rule of law and the right
to a fair trial.

District Judge Paul
Waterworth, who has agreed
to deliver the judgment.

Dominic Grieve QC was the
Attorney General from 2010
until July 2014. He is strongly
critical of a number of current
government proposals,
including in particular human
And Devon and Somerset Law rights and legal aid. We are
Society will be marking the
delighted that he has agreed
anniversary in June by posing to give our Magna Carta
the question – do we need a lecture to an audience in
new Magna Carta?
Exeter on the evening of
Friday 12th June. He will speak
As our major theme we
on “Magna Carta today – do
intend to highlight the role of we need a new Charter?”
the lawyer in the 21st century
in upholding the enduring
He will be joined by Professor
principles of Magna Carta:
Anthony Musson, a barrister
the rule of law and the right
and Professor of Legal History
to a fair trial. We are seeking at Exeter University, who will
to engage with all branches of talk on the historic
the legal profession and to
background of Magna Carta.
send out a strong message to
the public on this unique and Sunday 14th June is the date
important occasion. We want of the annual Legal Sunday
the weekend to be an
Service at Exeter Cathedral,
interesting and entertaining
with representation from the
one as well.
judiciary, local legal
practitioners, academic
We are keen to involve young lawyers and others involved
lawyers and future lawyers in with the administration of
the programme.
justice in Devon. This event
will have a particular
Thursday 11th June at the
relevance this year, and we
Guildhall will see the finals of hope to see a good
two events being organised
attendance.
with the University: an essay
competition and a moot.
The essay competition will be
open to students from across
DASLS’ area, in two age
categories – A Level students
and university students. The
title is “The UK needs a new
Legal Sunday Service 2014
Magna Carta – discuss.”
HHJ Francis Gilbert QC,
Recorder of Exeter, has kindly
agreed to chair the Moot,
which is open to students at
Exeter University, with
support from recently retired

It will be followed by a finger
buffet reception at the Corn
Exchange in Exeter hosted
jointly by DASLS and the High
Sheriff of Devon.
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Exeter Cathedral are also
planning an Exhibition to be held
in the Interpretation Gallery of
their Library and Archives
centre. This will place on show
to the public rarely seen
documents dating back to the
13th century, and also including
Exeter City’s own (18th century)
copy of Magna Carta.
Over the weekend DASLS will
be hosting a meeting of the
Presidency of the Federation
of European Bars. DASLS is the
only Law Society outside London
to be a member of this
organisation and our Council
Member Rod Mole is the
immediate past President.
Representatives of the FBE and
of DASLS’ European twinned
bars will be present for the
weekend’s events.
The events are being planned in
association with Exeter
University, and with the support
of Exeter City Council, the High
Sheriff of Devon, and the
Cathedral. We are grateful for
their support.
We would also like to record
our appreciation of the
contributions of our sponsors Magdalen Chambers Exeter for
the mooting competition,
Browne Jacobson for the essay
competition, and Ashfords,
Kitsons, Michelmores and
Wollen Michelmore for the
Magna Carta lecture.
This promises to be an
important event. Booking details
for the Exeter Legal Walk and
the Magna Carta Lecture are
contained in this issue. For the
full social programme, contact
DASLS Administrator –
monique@dasls.com.
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The South West Legal Support Trust invites you to join us and our lead walkers;
for the Exeter Magna Carta Legal Walk 2015
on Wednesday 3 June 2015
The Exeter Legal Walk (previously the Wainwright Walk) is a 10km sponsored walk around Exeter to
raise money for local advice services.
The route will have a Magna Carta theme to celebrate the 800th anniversary of the sealing of the Magna
Carta and highlight the document’s importance and continuing relevance to access to justice today.

Why do we walk?
The need for free legal advice services has grown in the past few years. The recession has increased
poverty and reduced support services, meanwhile funding for the advice sector has reduced.
The organisations we support:
Prevent families being made homeless
Prevent destitution
Help older people gain the support to which they are entitled
Help women and children who have been trafficked for domestic servitude or prostitution

Why should you take part?
We simply can’t overcome the effects of the huge reduction in government and local authority funding
over the past few years. What we can do is ensure that many of the people most in need get help who
would otherwise have been denied it.
By taking part in the Exeter Legal Walk and seeking sponsorship from your friends, family and
colleagues, you will be helping secure vital funds need for this important cause.
In addition to this you will be part of the global celebration of the 800th anniversary of the sealing of the
Magna Carta which includes one of the most important clauses in legal history: “to no one will we sell, to
no one deny or delay right or justice” highlighting the continuing relevance of the Great Charter in
accessing justice today.

Get involved
Get a team together and join others from the judiciary, law firms,
chambers, government departments, in-house legal teams their friends, family and even a few dogs!

Register at www.swlst.org.uk
or contact us at events@swlst.org.uk

STOP PRESS!
JOIN DASLS WALKERS TEAM.
Contact tony@dasls.com

What will happen on the day?
Registration will be open between 5:00pm and 5:30pm and we ask that all participants report to register
before having a photograph taken with the lead walkers. Once this has been done you are ready to set
off on the walk and we wish you the best of luck!
We will be running a photography challenge and encourage you to enter by tweeting your photos from
the events @SouthWestLST using the hashtag #legalwalk.
The post walk celebration will begin upon your arrival at the end venue and we would like to invite you to
join us for a complementary drink to celebrate your enormous success!
May 2015
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Magna Carta 800
In June 1215 at Runnymede King John, in Magna Carta, acknowledged certain fundamental rights and
freedoms. Eight hundred years later many are asking:
 Are those rights and freedoms under threat today?
 Do we need a new Magna Carta for 2015?
Devon & Somerset Law Society, in association with Exeter University and Exeter City Council, is pleased to play
its part in promoting the debate. This is your chance to hear the arguments from two speakers, each with a
unique and expert view on the topic.
You can engage in this important debate but places are limited so you are advised to book early.

DASLS
Cufflinks

Please reserve places at the Magna Carta
800 Lecture on Friday 12th June 2015 for:

FRIDAY 12 JUNE 2015
Mint Methodist Church Centre, Exeter

1……………………………………………………..

6.00 p.m. Registration with Refreshments

2……………………………………………………..
3……………………………………………………..
4……………………………………………………..
Firm …………………………………………………
Address ……………………………………………..
………………………………………………………

6.15 p.m. Welcome from DASLS President Will Michelmore
6.20 p.m. Professor Anthony Musson, Magna Carta. The Historical Background
6.40 p.m. Dominic Grieve QC MP, Magna Carta Today. Do we need a new Charter?
Followed by questions
7.40 p.m. Conclude

Contact email
………………………………………………………..
Tel.
………………………………………………………..

RT HON DOMINIC
GRIEVE QC MP

Please send the completed form back to Devon &
Somerset Law Society, Aston Court, Pynes Hill, Exeter,
Devon, EX2 5AZ. DX 8361 Exeter.

Exeter University students: This lecture is FREE
to you but there is limited availability and you must
register your place on a first-come, first-served
basis.

Email monique@dasls.com
or call 01392 366 333 to
book your place.
May 2015

Shadow Justice Secretary from January 2009 to May 2010.
Shadow Home Secretary from June 2008 to January 2009.
Shadow Attorney General from 2003-2009.
Currently Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Society of
Conservative Lawyers, President of the Franco-British Society and
Vice-Chairman of the Franco-British Council. He is Honorary
Recorder of the Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames.

TICKETS:
£15 per person incl. VAT
Admission will be by
ticket only purchased in
advance. No tickets will
be sold on the door.
Reduced Admission Rates:
DASLS Members: £10.00
D&S Junior Lawyers’ Division Members: £5.00
All prices are inclusive of VAT.
We will provide a VAT invoice for payment.
(BACS payment preferred.)

The Attorney General for England and Wales and Advocate
General for Northern Ireland from May 2010 to July 2014.

MP for Beaconsfield since 1997.
Called to the Bar at the Middle Temple in 1980.
Appointed a Queen’s Counsel in 2008.
Educated at Westminster School. Studied Modern History at
Magdalen College, Oxford.
Bilingual in French. Married with two teenage sons.
PROFESSOR ANTHONY MUSSON, University of Exeter Law School
Professor of Legal History, co-Director of the Bracton Centre for
Legal History Research and Barrister of the Middle Temple. He
gained his doctorate from King's College Cambridge and has since
published extensively in the field of medieval legal history, including
the legal profession and legal culture. His latest project, funded by
the Leverhulme Trust, examines the origins and jurisdiction of the
Medieval Court of Chivalry. As part of the Magna Carta 800
Celebrations he has contributed to a commemorative volume
(commissioned by the Magna Carta Trust): Magna Carta: The
Foundation of Freedom, 1215-2015. Among other engagements he
will be giving a lecture at Lincoln's Inn and speaking about Magna
Carta at the Global Law Summit at the Royal Courts of Justice.
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Click here for
full profile
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From the Mediation Sub-Committee
The Family Mediation Team Model - why ‘integrated family
mediation’ will become the norm? Continued p.18
Well here we are, in 2015. Some
argue that family mediation has
finally come of age. A great deal
has been learned over the last
20-30 years about what works
and what doesn’t work with
mediation but very real
challenges still exist, if family
mediation is to live up to the
prominence it has been given by
Government and the public funds
being channelled its way.
Let’s start with four core
professional belief statements
which is bound to be contentious.
 First, I strongly believe that
around 70-80% of separating
couples and their
circumstances are suitable for
family mediation, in one form
or another.
 Second, I believe that 70-80%
of separating couples are
quite capable of reaching their
own agreements, with the
right support. The key words
here are of course ‘with the
right support’.
 Third, I believe that it is our
role and duty as family
professionals (and by family
professionals I include
mediators, lawyers, therapists,
financial and child experts) to
find better ways of working
together to provide the right
support for these couples,
their families and children,
through separation and
beyond.
 Fourth, I believe that there is a
way this can be done which
benefits everyone concerns,
which guarantees its success,
as a dispute resolution model.
For the purpose of this article I
wish to focus on my fourth
believe, how this can be
achieved, and specifically how we
can all work together to help the
separating couple to reach their
own agreements in respect of
their children and their post
separation financial
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arrangements. (This becomes ‘the central
purpose’, a statement of shared values,
common to all those involved and
essential to the success of this model see below).
I certainly don’t underestimate the
challenge that these beliefs present to
family professionals but equally, I think
there is a logical answer.
The answer is integrated mediation or at
least, this is what I will call it.
I realise of course that these beliefs may
not be a very popular, especially among
my solicitor brethren who far too often
see each themselves in competition with
mediators for the same clients, but fear
not, solicitors and mediators perform
very different but equally essential roles
for the separating couple in this dispute
resolution model.
The major challenge is how we change
the culture and mind set of fear and
competition and combine the very
different family professional roles to
create a cohesive, efficient and effective
integrative service for the separating
clients.
As a quick aside, I read the following
quote many years ago which readily
springs to mind and goes something like
this; ‘others don’t have to fail for us all
to succeed’. To me this means, we all
need to spend more time focusing on
reasons and opportunities to collaborate
and succeed and less time worrying about
what others are doing.
This approach is central to this article.
I seek to argue that the integrated or
integrative mediation is the answer
because every professional and client
involved in this mediation process model
benefits from using it in very pronounced
ways. This is one important reason why it
is becoming successful and will continue
to be successful! Everyone benefits.

researched and written about it. A good
example of this is a series of articles in the
Harvard Business Review magazine April
2012 focusing on the rewards of ‘teaming’.
Indeed, integrated mediation was even
referred to in the Report of the Family
Mediation Task Force June 2014 (para 76
“In Devon ‘mediation teaming’ brings in
the appropriate professionals including
mediators, lawyers, accountants etc. to
help resolve couples’ differences”) as one
of a number of innovative and creative
approaches to dispute resolution.
It is often worth looking at what other
countries are doing to understand where
we might be heading in this country.
Annex C of the Report of the Family
Mediation Task Force sets out these
international comparisons, which makes
very interesting reading.
In this country, integrated professional
teams are used to good effect in the NHS
and construction industries for example
but the challenge for the mediation model
has more to do with the need to construct
effective collaborative inter-disciplinary
team working from different offices and
locations as well as in the mediation room
itself, in a co-ordinated, efficient and cost
effective way. This is akin to some of the
international collaborative business
project teams in the Harvard study already
referred to.
Let’s start with some essential principles
of integrated mediation model. There are
of course the founding mediation
principles of neutrality, confidentiality,
voluntary to which must be added others
relating to team working such as
accountability, empowerment, mutual
respect…..
Having established the main founding
principles let’s have a look at some of the
essential features of integrated family
mediation.

Mediation teaming
At the heart of integrated mediation is the
So, what is integrated teaming, why is it so
process of ‘mediation teaming’ which is
successful, what are the main challenges
the process of bringing together the right
and how will these be overcome?
professional, at the right time in the
process, in the most appropriate role and
The practice of inter-disciplinary teams
in the most efficient and effective way,
working in a truly collaborative way is
around ‘a common purpose’ (see above).
hardly new. Indeed, much has been
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Advertorial from
Langport Somerset
Contaminants typical of gas works waste including
cyanide, arsenic and benzo(a)pyrene were discovered in
the garden of No. 24. Exposure to these pollutants is
considered to represent both acute and long term risks
to residents.
Earlier this year, No 24 Whatley was formerly designated
as contaminated land under Part 2A.
Whilst the waste was buried, the presence of waste in
shallow soils still results in exposure from normal
residential use of the garden. You may also think how
does an adult ingest soil, well everyone inadvertently and
unknowingly ingests some soil because it is present in
windblown dust. (Exposure to arsenic may result in lung
cancer, bladder cancer, cerebrovascular disease,
premalignant skin lesions as well as adolescents having a
decreased performance in neurobehavioral tests).

Ordnance Survey c. 1887

Benzo(a)pyrene is a by-product of burning and so is a
common pollutant of gas works (include increased risk of
cancers, in particular skin, lung, and bladder cancers
depending upon the mode of exposure).
Cyanide complexes are common pollutants of gas works
waste. In addition to the cyanide detected in soils
samples, Prussian blue staining was also found in soil
(this was removed from site wherever found). The health
impacts of long-term exposure to cyanide include
hypersensitivity, asthma and bronchitis. In addition, there
are acute impacts if direct exposure to cyanide occurs.
Langport is a small town in Somerset. This site in Whatley was
occupied by the Langport Coal Gas Company from the 19th
century until the site ceased operations in 1954.
The site was redeveloped for residential housing in the early
1980’s.
The red polygon indicates the location of the property in
question.
Investigation of the site began in 2009 when the Council was
made aware of the presence of structures relating to the
former gas works were discovered in the gardens of the
properties. In 2011, around £70,000 was awarded by Defra
for intrusive site investigations of the 10 properties on
Whatley. Going back to the funding cuts, this cost was for the
investigation only, from the initial 10 properties, down to only
1 intrusive investigation at 1 property. So you can see how
much of an impact these funding cuts are going to have.

May 2015
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A recent newspaper article (15th February 2015) and
commons debate script (10th Feb 2015) on the case has
confirmed that the Council put in its best efforts to find
the successors connected to the original industrial
activity, however as they could not be traced the couple
who own the contaminated house will be liable for the
remediation, a cost of around £270,000.
Their house is on the site of an old gasworks, unknown to
them. The law quite rightly says that the polluter must
pay, but in the case of a company which disappeared a
century ago that's not going to happen.
So the householder becomes responsible, and the
government in its wisdom has wound up the
contaminated land grant scheme which could have
helped. That's why it was arranged for a debate last
month in Parliament on what is a manifest injustice.
The fate of the site is still unknown and when a decision
will made is not known either.

e-newsletter@DASLS

From the Mediation Sub-Committee
The Family Mediation Team Model - Continued from p.16
In his book ‘Tomorrow’s
lawyers’ Professor R Susskind
writes about the process of
‘decomposing’ (deconstructing
and then reconstructing
processes in a more efficient
way) to identify the most
relevant professional for each
stage of a process.
If you could construct the most
efficient and effective family
professional team, around a
central purpose, for a
particular set of family
separation circumstances and
challenges (money and/or
children) what would it look
like, which professionals would
you choose, for what role and
at what point in the process?
Another challenging question
to ask ourselves as family
professionals is: what aspect of
the process of supporting the
separating couple to reach their
own agreements (financial and
children) can each of us do
better and more cost effectively
than other family professionals?
If we are honest with ourselves
we can begin to form the most
efficient and effective family
professional teams around
these questions and principles.
Facilitation
Mediation is essentially neutral
facilitation. More specifically it
is the process of neutral
facilitative problem solving in
which a neutral facilitator assist
2 or more people to negotiate
successful outcomes for
themselves.
In integrated mediation the
mediator also performs the
important task of team
facilitation by bringing together
(convening) the most suitable
‘problem solving team’ for the
challenges facing them,
ensuring that having formed
the team, it functions like a
team rather than a
dysfunctional group of
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independent professionals.

norming and performing
stages. The key is to get
The more the mediators (and through the storming to the
other family professionals)
norming and performing
work, practice and train in
stages as quickly as possible.
this integrated way, based
The reality is that the team
on agreed principles, around will shrink to those who are
the common purpose, the
truly committed to working
greater their understanding together as a professional
of the different family
team.
professional’s skills,
experience and roles, the
It is also important that there
more efficient and effective is a process and mechanism
they become at forming the for sharing experiences and
‘right team’ for the ‘right
insights at a national level
purpose’ and supporting
and an effective way of
them to work together i.e.
capturing and harnessing all
‘mediation teaming’.
the most effective regional
practices in a central
Practice Guides/Protocols/ resource for every family
Agreements
professional interested in
Like any effective working
practising in this way and
model it is necessary to
forming their own teams.
develop the right tools and
resources in the form of
Building the work
practice guides, protocols
Of course it is not enough
and engagement agreements to have a good interdefining professional roles
disciplinary team of family
and boundaries. It is
professionals to work with.
important that these are
The integrated model can
easily accessible.
only develop and thrive if it is
fed with work. The key of
Knowledge sharing
course is an effective website
It is important that the
and effective marketing to
integrated mediation
promote the awareness and
professionals are able and
understanding of integrated
motivated to come together mediation and its benefits.
at regular intervals to reflect
on what is working for them Finally, let’s look at how we
and how to improve
might put this all together in
practices. This sharing of
a very real and effective
experiences and insights is
working model.
essential to the success of
The process might look
this integrated way of
something like this:
working. Out of this
improved understanding of
1. Create a compelling
how each family professional
vision, core purpose and
works derives an increase
strategy.
likelihood of more cross
2. Find family professionals
referrals, better co-operation
attracted to this way of
and more effective
working.
collaboration, as trust and
3. Create a not for profit
confidence between
company vehicle.
professional team members 4. Create a web platform
increases.
to promote awareness
and understanding of
As with every team
this dispute resolution
formation it is impossible to
model - this provides a
avoid the forming, storming,
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degree of ‘scaffolding’ for
the team.
5. Create client and
professional resources
areas on the website.
6. Build the online regional
inter-disciplinary team
profiles and resources on
the website.
7. Create mirror social
media platforms with
Google+, Facebook,
Twitter.
8. Create compelling
content to inform and
promote the practice,
such as videos.
9. Promote the website and
engage actively in
marketing.
10. Meet regularly to share
experiences and insights
11. Create useful precedents
and resources.
12. Create an online platform
to crowd source national
experiences and insights
about integrated ways of
working such as a
LinkedIn discussion
group.
“by pulling together the right
people with the right
combination of skills and
training and giving them time
to build trust, organisations
can accomplish great things”
Teamwork on the fly Harvard Business Review April
2012.
Integrative mediation is alive
and thriving!

John Hind,
Member, Mediation
Sub-Committee
http://www.compassresolution.co.uk/
Tel. 01392 848482
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LawCare Helpline: 0800 279 6888
Open 365 days a year from 9.00 a.m. to 7.30 p.m. on weekdays,
10.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. weekends and bank holidays.

help@lawcare.org.uk • www.lawcare.org.uk • Admin: 01268 771333

Seeking Support in the Early Stages
“I am very grateful for your
support and wish I had
found you sooner.”
“It’s a pity [LawCare
wasn’t] in existence a few
years ago. Maybe you
could have sorted [my
former partner] out and we
wouldn't have had to part
with him.”
Lawyers are often very
driven and competitive,
determined at all times to
appear capable and
competent. In most sectors
of the legal profession
there is a “face to the
wind” attitude that drives
professionals to press on
despite opposition and
adversity. Indeed, many
lawyers seem to thrive on
the challenges and
difficulties that come their
way.
This is not always helpful,
however. When emotional
problems and issues arise,
ignoring them and hoping
they will go away almost
never works. As the
quotations above

demonstrate, seeking
help early can be vital in
making a difference.
Most mental health
problems, including
stress-induced
depression and
addiction, only get worse
with time.

their drinking, and that
their work was as good
as ever, only to discover
that their addiction was
well recognised by
everyone but
themselves.
As with physical
illnesses, mental
illnesses, including
addictions, are far easier
to treat if caught early.
Seeing your GP as soon
as you suspect a
problem means a better
chance of complete
recovery, less time off
work, less drastic (and
expensive) treatment,
and a smaller chance of
relapse or recurrence.

Seeking help in the early
stages prevents the
problem getting worse,
and means that it can be
dealt with before it
becomes obvious to
others. It may be
possible to continue
working with
unaddressed depression
in the early stages, but if
it reaches the stage of
mental and emotional
breakdown it can mean
the loss of an entire
career, and a much
lengthier and more
difficult process of
recovery. Similarly,
LawCare has often heard
from lawyers will alcohol
issues who have been
convinced that others
around them were not
aware of the level of

Seeking help is unlikely
to negatively impact
your legal career. Not
seeking help will.
But how do you know
whether a general
feeling of dejection is
the start of clinical
depression, or whether
drinking a bottle of wine
to unwind each evening

has started you on the
slippery slop to alcoholism?
How early is too early?
How cautious is too
cautious? No one wants to
waste the doctor’s time.
LawCare offers a free and
completely confidential
helpline service, and it is
never too early to seek our
advice. The helpline is
staffed by legal
professionals trained in
telephone counselling, and
whether you’ve been
sleeping badly because
you’re worried about a
case, or you’re concerned
about your inability to stop
at two pints, they are
happy to discuss the
situation with you.
Sometimes a simple chat
can be all it takes to nip a
problem in the bud, and
even if it isn’t, getting the
help and support you need
as early as possible means
a better long-term
outcome for you.
0800 279 6888 •
www.lawcare.org.uk

Solicitors Support Network
For confidential help ring 0800 328 4203
FREE & CONFIDENTIAL SUPPORT FOR SOLICITORS
ARE YOU EXPERIENCING PERSONAL OR PROFESSIONAL PROBLEMS?
If so, you do not have to do so alone. Support groups exist to assist you.
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2015 Summer
Ball
On Friday 26 June

Email sabrina.richardson@michelmores.com for tickets.

Please support The C Group DASLS President’s Charity 2015/16

DASLS President’s Charity of the year 2015-16 is The C Group who is a Royal Marines
charity that inspires business to support Royal Marines in need whilst they are
serving, in transition to civilian life and thereafter.
We aspire to:
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Support any Royal Marine whose military career has ended prematurely due to
injury, however the injury was incurred.
Support serving and former Royal Marines, their families and dependants who are
in conditions of need, hardship or distress.
Assist serving and former Royal Marines to resettle into civilian life.
20
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National Centre for Domestic Violence
NCDV needs firms in Devon and Cornwall
This month sees The National Centre for Domestic
Violence extend its UK coverage to Devon and
Cornwall. After a few months of wrangling with
Equality, Diversity and Human Rights policy issues
NCDV have now launched their service.

NCDV are instrumental in obtaining 35% of the
injunctions issued and it is their technical innovations
that allow them to achieve this. Strong links with DV
agencies and the police see them as the first port of
call to arrange civil injunctions.

NCDV have been helping victims of
domestic violence since 2002,
providing quick access to Non
Molestation injunctions through
their panel of solicitors. Originally
launched as the London Centre for
Domestic Violence by Dr Steve
Connor OBE the organisation has
quickly grown to offer national
coverage.

Four years ago they recognised that the police could
not respond to a breach because they couldn’t find a
copy of the Order, so they invented ASSIST.uk.net.
The only nationwide online injunction storage system
that allows the police to download orders when
needed. ACPO, the MOJ and many other bodies have
given their support to this initiative.
Mr Groves said “ We provide this service to the police
for free, we do not charge victims and we never will,
our one and only objective is to provide quick access
to legal protection irrespective of sexuality, religion or
financial circumstances”.

“We have about 260 firms on our panel spread across
the country. They range from small two man firms to
national ABS organisations but it is the ability of our
members to perform in a timely fashion not their size
that is important to us. We pride ourselves on the
speed that we can obtain legal protection and often
achieve this the same day but we can’t do this without
like minded firms on our panel.” said Mark Groves
Head of Operations.

If you have a family legal aid contract and would like
to join NCDV’s solicitors’ panel or find out some more
information please contact Mark Groves by email
mark.groves@ncdv.org.uk

Tim Roberton
1953 - 2015
Sole Practitioner, James
Mason Tucker Solicitors,
Newton Abbot.
At the time of circulating
this Newsletter, we were
greatly saddened to hear
that Tim passed away on
30th April.
Tim was admitted as a
Solicitor on 01/12/77 and
had been a member of the
Society since May 1978.
Our condolences go to his
family and colleagues.
May 2015
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Obituary
Geoffrey Bennett - 31st August 1948 - 10th April 2015
Wollen Michelmore are
very sorry to announce the
death on Friday 10th April
2015 of their colleague and
partner, Geoffrey Bennett,
after a long illness.
Geoff qualified as a
solicitor in 1977 and
practiced in London with
a West End firm until
returning to the West
Country in 1985 when he
joined Courtney Richards
as a partner. He has been
the partner in charge of
the Dartmouth office for
30 years since that time,

specialising in
commercial and
residential property
matters and the sale and
purchase of businesses in
Dartmouth, the South
Hams and London. He
was completely
committed to that office,
the firm and to his
clients.

continuing to work, and
direct the matters that
were his responsibility,
until the end of
March. He was anxious to
ensure that all his clients
would still receive the
best service possible.

At home, Geoff was very
much a family man, and
was a loving husband to
When he fell ill, Geoff
his wife, Susie, and
continued to work as
children, Gemma and
much as possible,
George. In addition to his
and made it clear to all
family, he loved sailing
that it was to be ‘business (he was the Honorary
as usual’. He was
Legal Advisor to the Royal

Wesleyan launches ‘plan for life’ Personal
Income Protection
Wesleyan has launched a
new Personal Income
Protection Plan
specifically tailored to the
needs of its legal
customers. It offers a
range of flexible options
so it can be adapted to
cover changes in career
and lifestyle.
The specialist financial
services mutual is already
a leading provider of
income protection having
paid out 95 per cent of
claims in 2013 compared
with an industry average
of 84 per cent in 2013*.
Income protection
provides a replacement
income if a policyholder is
unable to work because
of illness or an accident.
Wesleyan’s new income
protection product is
May 2015

designed to support
policyholders throughout
their legal career. It
includes guaranteed
options to increase cover
without providing further
medical evidence if, for
example, a policyholder
receives a large pay
increase or has a child.
There is also the option to
suspend, reduce or
continue cover on an own
occupation basis during
career breaks such as
maternity or paternity
leave.
John Nickson, Wesleyan’s
Managing Director of Life
and Pensions, said:
“Wesleyan’s Personal
Income Protection Plan is
designed to be a plan for
life for lawyers. We have
created it with the specific
23

Geoffrey will be much
missed by all at Wollen
Michelmore and by the
legal community generally.
A memorial service will be
held at St. Saviour’s
Church, Dartmouth at
3.00pm on Saturday 9th
May 2015.

Ross Hume

Advertorial

Dart Yacht Club), and his
two black Labradors.

needs of our legal and
professional customers in
mind and it is offered on
an own occupation basis.
Lawyers train for many
years to achieve their job
role and it’s important
therefore that they are
protected for that specific
role even if they can work
elsewhere outside of their
profession.”

The Personal Income
Protection Plan and
Professional Expenses
Plan provide access to the
Wesleyan Health &
Wellbeing Scheme,
including access to a
confidential telephone
support service and
regular health checks at a
network of clinics across
the UK.

Wesleyan has also
enhanced its Professional
Expenses Plan for lawyers,
which helps safeguard
individuals and their
practice against
unexpected costs incurred
as a result of sickness or
accident. This includes the
cost of hiring replacement
staff and covering the
fixed costs of a practice.

Wesleyan is a mutual
financial services provider
working with doctors,
dentists, lawyers and
teachers.
* ABI figures. 2013 is the
last year where
comparable figures
between Wesleyan and
the rest of the industry
are available.
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Annual Barcelona Bar Meeting
Report by Lucie Hadwick, Chair of International
Relations Sub-Committee
Barcelona, such a beautiful horizon!
The annual Barcelona Bar meeting
was the perfect tonic for the January
blues.
The delegates from Devon and
Somerset Law Society this year
comprised Rebecca Parkman, Rod
Mole and myself.
After a snowy start at Bristol (where
our flight was delayed whilst the
plane was de-iced!) we landed in
Barcelona late on Thursday.
The programme commenced early
on Friday and started with the
annual church service held at the
Parroquia de Sant Raimon de
Penyafort. Here the legal community
and their families hold a mass in
memory of the lawyers who have
passed away during the preceding
year. The Barcelona Bar have a very
active choir who sang a selection of
moving hymns. This was then
followed by a civil ceremony. Later
on in the afternoon, at the Palau de
Congressos de Catalunya, the new
lawyers were inaugurated and the
long service awards were issued.
This was followed by a formal gala
dinner where over 3,000 people
were in attendance. It was a good
opportunity to catch up with some
of our friends from our Twin Bars, as
well as colleagues within the FBE.
On Saturday morning we made our
way back to the ICAB building for
series of workshops on the subject
of Access to Justice. It soon became

apparent that the UK is not the
only country where cutbacks and
high court fees are increasingly
becoming a bar for ordinary
citizens to have access to justice
either in a civil or criminal setting,
and the purpose of these
workshops was for all countries to
compare, contrast and to try and
establish workable solutions at
the coalface.
During the first session, we heard
speakers from the USA, France and
Japan, with contributions from the
UK delegates. In the USA we heard
that increasingly the courts were
dealing with litigants in person and
the shortfall in funding was being
passed onto law firms who were
almost expected to do pro bono
work. In France they had
introduced a system of
competitive tendering. In Japan it
was interesting to hear that due to
the Japanese culture, they
generally tended to avoid conflict
and thus litigation.
During the second session we
heard speakers from Germany,
Spain, Italy, Belgium and Romania.
Germany deals with a lot of civil
litigation via insurance. In respect
of criminal matters, every lawyer
has to do legal aid work. In Spain,
we heard that the cuts were
deeply impacting on the lawyers'
ability to do the best for their
clients. In Belgium the court fees
depended on the value of the

claim, and there were rules in place
to ensure that a percentage of
court fees went towards improving
access to justice for those who
could not afford it.
The afternoon finished with lunch
at the amazing ICAB building. From
the street it looks like a modern
glass fronted building, but inside it
descends into the historic
Barcelona law library.
On Saturday night we had the task
of coordinating a drinks reception
and dinner for the FBE members –
no mean feat! Michael and Liz
Cosgrave were unfortunately
unable to make Barcelona this year
having been participants for over
20 years and their presence was
sorely missed. All present had a
toast to Michael and Liz for
bringing the group together.
Thanks to a very late flight back on
Sunday, we were lucky enough to
have Sunday free to explore the
city. We went on something of an
epic walking tour of the city, taking
in Las Ramblas, the harbour, the
beach and back up to La Sagrada
Familia – otherwise known as the
Gaudi church.
This is one of
the most
impressive
sights in the
city. The
church has
been in the
course of
constructions
since the
1800s, and
allegedly they have a date for
completion… time will tell!

Have you seen DASLS’s BUZZ?

It’s our fortnightly e-bulletin.
If not, do we have your current email address?
Please contact monique@dasls.com to register your details.
May 2015
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Professional Development

Upcoming Events
Criminal Law Update
Wednesday 13th May 2015
10.00am – 5.30pm 6 hours CPD
Anthony Edwards
Social Media Workshop
(Barnstaple)
Thursday 14th May 2015
9.45am – 1.00pm 3 hours CPD
James Moffat

Common planning problems in
property
Thursday 2nd July 2015
9.45am – 1.00pm 3 hours CPD
David Forbes
Planning Law Update
Thursday 2nd July 2015
2.00pm – 5.15pm 3 hours CPD
David Forbes

Conveyancing tips to ease the work
and please the client (Yeovil)
Tuesday 2nd June 2015
9.45am – 1.00pm 3 hours CPD
Richard Snape

Conveyancing for Support Staff and
Paralegals (repeat)
Monday 21st September 2015
9.45am - 5.00pm 5.75 hours CPD
Alastair Teague

Conveyancing Update (Yeovil)
Tuesday 2nd June 2015
2.00pm – 5.15pm 3 hours CPD
Richard Snape

Children Law Update
Thursday 24th September 2015
10.00am – 4.30pm 5 hours CPD
Christopher Naish, Richard Powell
and Susan Campbell QC

Getting to grips with recovering
costs, case management and
Precedent H.
Tuesday 9th June 2015
9.45am – 1.00pm 3 hours CPD
Andrew Mcloughlin
CPR Update
Tuesday 9th June 2015
2.00pm – 5.15pm 3 hours CPD
Andrew Mcloughlin
Restrictive Covenants and Overage
Tuesday 16th June 2015
9.45am – 1.00pm 3 hours CPD
Richard Snape
Commercial Property Update
Tuesday 16th June 2015
2.00pm – 5.15pm 3 hours CPD
Richard Snape

DASLS has over 23 years’ experience of organising
a comprehensive programme of seminars and
conferences annually, including in-house training,
with experienced and high-quality speakers;
Delegates enjoy the benefits of training
undertaken nearer to the office, reduction in
travel and associated expenses resulting in costeffective training with discounts available for
multiple bookings - look out for our 3 for 2 Offer
when you can book 3 people on the same seminar
and get the cheapest place free; Practitioners
can keep up to date with current developments in
the law throughout the year; No penalty for
substitute delegates with individual Certificates of
attendance issued after each course; Members of
DASLS Education & Training Sub-Committee are
responsive to requests for seminars on particular
subject matters and welcome suggestions for
future topics and specialists we can invite.

RESIDENTIAL CONVEYANCING:
3 DAY REFRESHER COURSE IN HONITON
Monday 18th May – Wednesday 20th May 2015
9.45am – 4.30pm every day
Alastair Teague

SOLICITORS’ ACCOUNTS RULES
Thursday 11th June 2015
9.45am – 5.15pm 6 hours CPD
Darren Whelan & Andrew Allen

LAW MANAGEMENT COURSE

Employment Law topic TBA
Thursday 1st October 2015
9.45am – 1.00pm 3 hours CPD
Debbie Grennan, Guildhall Chambers

Monday 12th October 2015
9.30am – 5.30pm 7 hours CPD
Andrew Dines

Employment Law Update
Thursday 1st October 2015
2.00pm – 5.15pm 3 hours CPD
Debbie Grennan, Guildhall Chambers

WESSEX SEARCHES SEMINAR
FOR PROPERTY LAWYERS

Private Client Topics TBA
Tuesday 6th October 2015
9.45am – 1.00pm 3 hours CPD
2.00pm – 5.15pm 3 hours CPD
John Thurston

Wednesday 21st October 2015
9.45am – 1.00pm 3 hours CPD
Wessex Searches

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE
Save the date! Tuesday 17th November 2015

Commercial Property Topics TBA
Wednesday 7th October 2015
10.15am – 1.30pm 3 hours CPD
2.00pm – 5.15pm 3 hours CPD
Peta Dollar

All courses are held in the Exeter area unless otherwise indicated.
For full course details and prices, simply download flyers
from our website: www.dasls.com
Book via the website or
May 2015

Contact Hetty at DASLS Office on 01392 366333.
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Crossword Corner

COMPILED BY DAVID STEPHENS OF BATTENS

COMPETITION
For your chance to win a
bottle of champagne, simply
complete this month’s crossword,
scan and email it to
monique@dasls.com
The winner will be drawn from all
the correct entries received by
Friday 26 June.
The solution will be published in
the July e-issue.
The competition is open to all
DASLS Members including
Associates and Affiliates.
Good luck!

Across

Down
1/19 Comic pair abduct Leo roughly (6,3)

8 Smoked salmon? Not very lovable (4,4)

2 Send him to alternate censor (4)

9/17D Blotto? Obstacle to 1,19? (6,8)

3 Look after your brain! (4)

10 Assist a wager (4)

4/28 Cub Sherlock retrained as 1,19 (7,4)

11 Awarding medal to certain dog (mongrel!) (10)

5 See 14

12 Get rid of blended coffees with no starter (3,3)

6 Be next to a conjunction (4)

15 Bruce, Laurie and Peggy harbour red parasites (7)

7 Deputises to endure evil (6,2)

17 Rooster, after five, it's said has some backbone. (6)
18/28 1,19 takes clergyman (it is said) to a dance (6,4)

13 Only Suarez claims a real first prize (5)
14/5 Fairy rule is over 1,19 (3,6)

21 Vicar's clothing reportedly not needed (7)

16 I, Noah, transformed a city (5)

23 I want a republic overthrown (6)

17 See 9 Across

25 Nature's rat minced for eatery (10)

19 See 1

28 See 18

20 Adam? He’s gone to pieces, feeling guilty. (7)

29 Do not mess up good deal late in life (3,3)

22 Laurus Nobilis is not hardy part of 1,19 (6)

30 Stratagem? Ploy? Error? The boss is in there! (8)

24 Dozing - please disturb! (6)
26 Catch a bit going backwards (4)
27 Sort of a bit of a party person (4)
28 See 4
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DASLS Challenge Cup 2015/16
Next Event is on 14 May
click here for details

A great turn out on a grisly night in Starcross but everyone who attended the
Atmospheric Railway seemed to be in good cheer with some keen attendees
arriving an hour before kick off of the first DASLS Challenge event of the
2015/2016 year.

LEAGUE
TABLE:

After 1st Round
Beers

6

Wollen Michelmore

4

Scott Rowe

4

We saw some interesting methods of bowling on the night – slow, fast/hell for
leather, off-the-wall and we even saw the innovative yet effective “crouch and
end up on all fours” shot (Kevin Bull, Scott Rowe).

OTB Eveling

2

Michelmores

2

I am also reliably informed by the members of the Crosse & Crosse team that the
correct terminology for knocking all 9 pins down in Skittles is a “flopper” – with
Angela Bolt (OTB Eveling), Kevin Bull and Paul Wrist (Scott Rowe), Val Duff
(Tozers), Ed Lee and Reuben Barnett (Wollen Michelmore), Lee Jordan (Stones),
Luke Elstone (Michelmores) all...... Flopping

Tozers

1

Gilbert Stephens
Stones
Crosse & Crosse

1
1
1

9 Teams of four (mostly) battled out for the Skittles Cup, including OTB Eveling,
Scott Rowe, Gilbert Stephens, Wollen Michelmore, Stones, Crosse & Crosse,
Michelmores, a hybrid Tozers / Dunn and Baker team and 2014/15 winners/
holders Beers Solicitors.

After three solid rounds with a total score of 95 the winners were ..... drum
roll......... Beers Solicitors! Comprising Anthony Williams, Sonia Hems, Monty
Morris and Alison Griffiths. Congratulations!
Thank you very much for everyone’s help on the night to make it a success –
picking up pins and giving direction as to the finer points of the game!
Adam Clinch – Othman
(Social Sub-Committee / Ford Simey)

No team but wish you could take part?
E.mail hetty@dasls.com if you would like
to join a DASLS open team.
Don’t forget to check out our Challenge Cup page.

From left to right: Alison Griffiths,
Monty Morris, Sonia Hems and Anthony
Williams of Beers Solicitors

Solution to the March 2015
Crossword
CONGRATULATIONS!

FRANK MURRAY
Past President,
Taunton.
May 2015
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EMPLOYMENT REGISTER
LATEST VACANCIES
Visit www.dasls.com/recruitment for a full listing of
current vacancies.

have a vacancy for Clinical Negligence Solicitor

Taunton: Personal Injury Abuse Claims

0 to 3 years qualified or Chartered Legal Executive

Additional Solicitor or Legal Executive ideally experienced in dealing with abuse
claim work needed to take on own caseload.

leading and well established Clinical Negligence

with Clinical Negligence experience to join their

Department. This is a first rate opportunity to join

Exeter: Personal Injury / Clinical Negligence Specialist
Ambitious and energetic Personal Injury/Clinical Negligence Specialist to build and
develop an injury/clinical negligence offering. Working as part of a supportive and
friendly litigation team you will: be well versed in all aspects of RTA, EL, PL and
clinical negligence claims; ideally have an interest in, or knowledge of, equestrian
accidents; have a proven track record in business development and creating new
business opportunities.

a highly regarded team, where you will have the

Taunton: Contentious Probate

and ability to manage their own case load, have

chance to develop your career further amongst
highly professional colleagues.

The successful candidate will have the confidence

Growing practice needs additional Solicitor or Legal Executive to take on own
caseload of contentious probate work.

the ability to provide a highly professional and

Bodmin: Duty Solicitor

with experts and counsel.

empathic service to clients and build relationships

Full time Duty Solicitor required to start ASAP. We are advised that the position is to
endure regardless of Duty Tender. Generous salary and unsocial hours’ payments.
Click here for more details and application
Partnership prospects.

Newton Abbot: Road Traffic
Experienced criminal lawyer wanted to join niche road traffic law firm based in Newton Abbot. Exciting opportunity for a criminal practitioner wishing to deal with
solely privately funded work. Excellent prospects for career progression.

Exeter: Employment Lawyer
An opportunity has arisen for an enthusiastic, Solicitor/Legal Executive (newly qualified up to 24 months PQE) to be based in Exeter City Centre. The
successful candidate will be providing employment law advice to a legal expense insurer and to insured parties, mainly dealing with Claimant work.

Exmouth: Private Client Lawyer
Executive or Solicitor able to deal with a broad range of Private Client matters wanted to join busy East Devon practice based in their Exmouth office.

Plymouth: Commercial Property
Exciting opportunity with prospects for calibre Commercial Property Solicitor. This is a busy and established practice that is focused on delivering quality legal
services through its team of enthusiastic lawyers.

South Somerset: Commercial Property

Calling all Residential Conveyancers
We have vacancies registered across Devon &
Somerset and would be pleased to hear from any
Residential Conveyancer considering the next step
in their career.

Exciting opportunity for commercial property lawyer to join respected practice
based in South Somerset. The successful candidate will have strong experience
in this field of work and be able to lead a small team dealing a broad range of
quality work.

South Hams: Mixed Property Caseload
Great opportunity for experienced property lawyer to take over mixed residential
and commercial conveyancing caseload. Someone who can deal with the more
technical side of transactional work rather than high volume is needed.

All Enquiries treated in Strictest Confidence
Call Tony Steiner on 01392 366444 or 07979 746205 or email tony@dasls.com
May 2015
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